M. Brown has shown that if f:Sn~1Xl'-»5", where /' = [ -1, 1], is an embedding, then the closure of either complementary domain of/(5"_1X0) is homeomorphic to Bn; in fact there is an embedding g : Bn-*Sn satisfying g | 5"-1 =/| 5n_1 X 0. This paper shows that the choice of embedding g can be made to be "canonical," i.e. if /' is an embedding near / in the compact-open sense, then the embedding g' corresponding to/' is near g.
THE CANONICAL SCHOENFLIES THEOREM DAVID B. GAULD Abstract. M. Brown has shown that if f:Sn~1Xl'-»5", where /' = [ -1, 1] , is an embedding, then the closure of either complementary domain of/(5"_1X0) is homeomorphic to Bn; in fact there is an embedding g : Bn-*Sn satisfying g | 5"-1 =/| 5n_1 X 0. This paper shows that the choice of embedding g can be made to be "canonical," i.e. if /' is an embedding near / in the compact-open sense, then the embedding g' corresponding to/' is near g.
1. Introduction. Brown [l] has proven the following result, the generalised Schoenflies theorem.
Letf-.S^XI '^S" be an embedding, where I' = [-1, l] . Then the closure of either complementary domain oí f(Sn~1X0) is homeomorphic to B".
Thus if we let s[S" _1X2', Sn] denote the collection of embeddings of 5n~1X2 ' in Sn and S[23", Sn] Huebsch and Morse [2] have shown this to be the case. Here the same result is proven by showing that all choices in Brown's proof can be made continuously. Brown's proof is essentially carried out in two steps: it is shown that for aIl/GS[S"-1X2 ', Sn] , there exists gGS[23", £"] such that A/Eg(lnt Bn) and 23/Pig(23") =0, Af and B¡ being the closed complementary domains of f(S"~lXl ') defined below. The second stage shows that, given such a pair (/, g), one can construct the required embedding $>(/). The proof of continuity at the second stage is effectively included in the proof of Theorem 1 of Kister [3] , so we will not verify it here. However, we make some remarks which indicate how Kister's proof can be adapted to our case.
[March (i) Although Kister's expansion of his embedding g by the isotopy Ft moves every point except g(0) =0, the isotopies at and ßt could be chosen so that Ft\rBn = g\rBn lor some canonically chosen positive number r are satisfying: 3s£(0, oo) such that g(rBn)EsBnEg(Rn).
(ii) The expansion Ft is radial in the sense that if g' is another embedding, with Ft the corresponding isotopy, and 3 homeomorphism h:Rn-+Rn with hg=g' and h(rx)=rh(x) Vx£Pn, Vr£P+, then hF, = F[-(iii) A consequence of (i) is that to construct Ft, we need only the radial structure of Rn -g(rBn)ERn -Int qBn for some positive number q. Now this latter space, Rn -Int qBn is a half-open annulus S*"'X [0, 1), there being a natural homeomorphism which preserves the radial structure.
By (ii), only the radial structure of this halfopen annulus is used.
(iv) We may therefore restate Kister's result in the following way: Given a manifold Mn and two embeddings
we can expand the embedding/1 5"_1X [0, 1) by an isotopy Ft so that P1|5"-1X0=/|5'-1X0,andsothatg(5 ''-1X [O, l))C7'i(5"-1X [0,1)).
Think of our/ as a restriction of Kister's g, our g providing the radial structure. Moreover, this isotopy Ft depends canonically on / and g and depends only on the radial structure given to g(S"_1X [0, 1)) by g; i.e. if h : S"-1->5"_1 is any homeomorphism, then the pair of embeddings/ and g(h X1) give rise to the same isotopy Ft.
By noting that Sn_1X [0, 1) is homeomorphic to Bn-{o}, we see now that Kister's such that for all xES"-1=dBn, $(f)(x) =f(x, 0).
We is astereographic projection from xsending {y£5"/|x-y| =y/2} to Sn~l. Now gx is not well defined, but we require gx only to impose a radial structure on Sn-{x}, and this is independent of the choice of gx.
If g£s[P"
, 5n]/~, denote by g(P") and 9(Int Pn) the sets g(Pn) and g(Int Bn) for g£g. These sets are well defined. where r = 2 min{rG(0, °o)/gf(B 0)(Af\JBf)ErBn}. See Figure 3 .
We must now enlarge the "hole" Sn-a(f)(Bn), which lies entirely in f (Sn~1X( -1, 1) The first step is to enlarge the "hole" Sn-g(B") to include Af. At the end of the step, we will have a map e(f, g) which is an embedding on all of Bn except g~x(A¡), e(f, g) sending this latter set to the point Kf, g).
Define ßia-^S" by letting ß(f, g) he that point in the northern hemisphere of Sn lying on the great circle between E and N (i.e. all coordinates except the first and last are zero, and the last is positive) whose distance from E is |sup{r G (0, 2)| D(E; r) H pf-lg(B*) =0}.
Note that ß(f, g)^N, so fp~1(ß(f, g)) is a single point. Note also that/^-1(J3(/,g))Gg(23").
Define 7: &-*3C(5") by letting y(f, g) be the homeomorphism which leaves the southern hemisphere fixed, takes ß(f, g) to N and moves the natural cone structure on the northern hemisphere with ß(f, g) as vertex and the equator as base to that with N as vertex. Note that y(f,g)(N)EV. See , v(f))) r\ e(f, g)(Int B") = 0, so £>(5(/, g) ; r(/, i))r\D(f,(f) ; B(e(f, g), r?(/))) =0. Hence («a, «), *(/), U(f, g), r(/, *), w, *), 9(0)) is in the domain of k. Thus we may define X: a->3C(.S") by \(f, g) = «(«a g), v(f), u(f, g), r(/, «), w, g), r,(/))).
Note thatX(/, g) | P(8(/f g) ; |f(/, g)) = 1 and that X(/, i)(5» -D(r,(f);8(e(f, g), ,(/)))) C 2?(ô(/, g); f(/, g)),
so that X(/, g) does the required squeezing at the second step. See Note that if g(x) E /(S*-1 X [0, 1]) n/rW. g)-xPt\D(5(f, g);hï(f, g))), which, together with A¡, forms a neighbourhood of A¡, then ß(f, g)(x) = fp-'y(f, gy'Pt'XU, g)fp~1y(f, g)Pt1g(x) = g(x), so that p(f, g)(x) =g(x) on this neighbourhood of A¡. Note also that /*(/> g)(Bn)C\Bf = 0, so that if p(f, g) is an embedding and p is continuous, then p satisfies all of the conditions required of it.
3. Well-definition and continuity of the maps. We firstly check the well-definition. That of a, ß, y, ô, 17, 9, k and X is clear. If g(x)Ef(Sn~1X [O, l]), then y(f, g)pf~lg(x) lies in the northern hemisphere minus N, so e(f, g)(x) is defined on this part of the domain. If g(x)£/(5n-1X0), then pf~1g(x) lies on the equator which is fixed by y(f, g). Thus/rW, &)Ptlg^) =g(x) here. If g(x)£/(5»-1Xl), then
